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The Study Links the Sources and 
Locations of Vehicle Emissions to 
the Places Where Health Damages 
Occur

Uses the most recent EPA National 
Emissions Inventory – 2016 platform
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Key Take-Aways (1 of 3)

1. On-Road Vehicles Cause Major Air Pollution and Health Effects in the Mid-Atlantic Regions

• Vehicle emissions caused an estimated 7,100 premature deaths in 2016 from ozone and fine 
particulate matter (NO2 causes additional deaths).

• Region wide, light-duty trucks, which include SUVs, were responsible for the largest number of 
premature deaths.

• All states have substantial impacts and can gain local benefits from local action to reduce 
vehicle emissions.

• New York, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey were hardest hit with health damages.
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Key Take-Aways (2 of 3)
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2. Cross-State Pollution is Responsible for More than Half of the Deaths from 
Vehicle Emissions

• Most states are heavily impacted by out-of-state vehicle emissions.

• Some states are “net exporters” of health damages from vehicle emissions, including 
PA and NJ.

• The cross-state impacts highlight the importance of regionwide action to reduce 
health damages from vehicle emissions.



Key Take-Aways (3 of 3)
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3. Policymakers Can Use This Information to Get the Largest Health Bang for the Buck

• On a ton for ton basis, buses in the New York-Newark-Jersey City metro area had the largest 
health damages regionwide at $4M per ton of particulate matter emitted.

• The top source of health damages per ton of emissions varies state by state. 
ü Particulate matter from heavy-duty trucks in Boston has the largest impact per ton of 

emissions in MA.
ü In CT it’s heavy-duty trucks in CT.
ü In VA it’s PM from light-duty autos in VA.

• Surprisingly, ammonia emissions from vehicles are routinely underappreciated and are 
responsible for >10% of the premature deaths from on-road emissions. Reducing a ton of 
ammonia emissions has much larger benefits than a ton of NOX .



What We Did
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Vehicle Class Source Region

Precursor 

Largest 
Vehicle 
Class

January
(Tons)

July
(Tons)

Largest 
Source 
Region

January
(Tons)

July
(Tons)

NOX LDT 14,139 17,184 Pennsylvania 8,071 10,440

VOC LDT 16,630 15,755 Pennsylvania 7,463 7,008

SO2 LDT 219 282 New York 99 134

NH3 LDA 581 740 New York 243 327

PPM LDAa, HDTb 417a 456b New York 348 311

We can quantify the largest source of precursor 
emissions by vehicle class and source region

Emissions – Broad Overview

HDT, Heavy Duty Trucks; LDA, Light Duty Automobiles; LDT, Light Duty Trucks; NH3, Ammonia; NOX, Nitrogen Oxides; PPM, Primary Particulate Matter; SO2, Sulfur Dioxide; VOC, Volatile Organic Compounds.
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Sensitivities – O3

This is an instance of air quality/health impacts occurring downwind of the source region

O3 sensitivities to LDT NOX
emissions from PA

O3-attributable premature mortalities within the state and 
across the entire region due to PA LDT NOX

LDT, Light Duty Trucks; NOX, Nitrogen Oxides; O3, ozone; TCI, Transportation Climate Initiative.
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Sensitivities – PM2.5

PM2.5 sensitivities to HDT 
PPM emissions from NY

PM2.5-attributable premature mortalities within the state and 
across the entire region due to NY HDT PPM

HDT, Heavy Duty Trucks; PM2.5, Fine Particulate Matter with aerodynamic diameter <2.5 microns; PPM, Primary Particulate Matter; TCI, Transportation Climate Initiative.

This is an instance of air quality/health impacts remaining localized to the source region
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What We Learned
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Emissions from light 
duty trucks cause 

the most premature 
deaths in the region 
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Vehicle type Total regional 
premature deaths 

(central estimate) in 
2016

Light duty autos 1,881
Light duty trucks 2,463

Medium duty trucks 996
Heavy duty trucks 1,465

Buses 297
Total 7,102



All states have local impacts from vehicle emissions and can benefit from local 
emissions reductions.

But vehicle pollution travels, causing damage in other states.

Some states are net exporters of health impacts from vehicle emissions.

Regionwide action is needed to improve air quality and protect health.
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Premature Deaths 
by Source State
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Premature Deaths Caused by Emissions 
in Each State and the Percent that 
Occurs Outside that Source State

e.g. PA onroad emissions cause 1683 
premature deaths, and 935 (56%) of 
these occur in other states

Most states in the region experience 
a large fraction (more than half) of 
total health damages from out-of-
state emissions, including CT, DC, DE, 
MA, ME, NH, NJ, NY, RI, VT

Vehicles in some states are net 
exporters of health impacts (they 
cause more deaths in other states 
than in-state): PA and NJ

DC: 68
78%
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Premature Deaths that Occur in Each State 
from Regional Emissions and the Percent 

that are Due to Out-of-State Emissions
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e.g. PA has 1270 premature deaths, 
and 520 (41%) of these are from 
out-of-state emissions

The contribution of state emissions 
to in-state health damages ranges 
from 15% to 69%

All states have local impacts from vehicle 
emissions and can benefit from local 
emissions reductions.

DC:  98
85%



In a given state and metro area, the health impact of a ton 
of emissions varies by pollutant and vehicle type.

These results can help target investments to achieve the 
greatest health bang for the buck.
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For each receptor 
region, we can 

determine the largest 
damages/ton emitted 
from a given source 

region/vehicle 
class/precursor

Total damages are the 
sum of both PM2.5 and 

O3 mortalities

Damages per ton 
emitted precursor

$1 million 
per ton

$3 million 
per ton 18

$4 million 
per ton

$2 million 
per ton

Displayed are the top 10 damages/ton 
in each receptor region

For instance, the largest damages per 
ton (~$3.7 million)  in NY are caused 
by BUS PPM emissions from NYMSA

The largest damages per ton (~$3.3 
million) in the Baltimore MSA 

(BALMSA) are from heavy duty trucks 
in DC



For each receptor 
region, we can 

determine the largest 
damages/ton emitted 
from a given source 

region/vehicle 
class/precursor

Total damages are the 
sum of both PM2.5 and 

O3 mortalities

In each receptor 
region, only PPM and 
NH3 are in the top 10 

damages/ton

Depending on the 
receptor region, top 

damages/ton sources 
can come from the 

region itself or another 
source region

Damages per ton 
emitted precursor

$1 million 
per ton

$3 million 
per ton 19

$4 million 
per ton

$2 million 
per ton



Summary 1 – The Magnitude of the Problem 

The study quantifies the premature deaths from vehicle emissions in the Northeast and Mid-
Atlantic regions in 2016.

• On-road emissions caused an estimated 7,100 deaths from ozone and fine particulate 
matter (NO2 also contributes to health impacts but was not included here).

• The states of NY, PA, and NJ had the largest number of early deaths from vehicle 
emissions. 

• “Light duty trucks”, which include pick-ups and SUVs, contribute the largest number of 
deaths overall (nearly 2,500).
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Summary 2 – The Distribution of the Problem

Local emissions have local health impacts in all states but air pollution transport matters.

• Most states in the region experience a large fraction (greater than half) of total health 
damages from out-of-state emissions, including: CT, DC, DE, MA, ME, NH, NJ, NY, RI, VT

• Some states are net exporters of health impacts from vehicle emissions.
• For example: Emissions in PA and NJ caused more deaths outside the state than within 

the state.

The results underscore importance of regionwide action to improve air quality and protect public 
health.
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Summary 3 – Addressing the Problem

The results can help policymakers target transportation investments to gain the largest health 
benefits.

Some emissions have the potential  to cause greater health damage than others. For example:

• Reducing a ton of ammonia emissions has much larger benefits than a ton of NOX 
emissions.

In a given state, the health impact of a ton of emissions varies by pollutant and vehicle type. 
For example:

• In New York State, reducing a ton of primary PM emissions from buses in the NY-Newark 
metro area has the largest health benefits at $4M.

• In Massachusetts, reducing a ton of primary PM emissions from heavy duty trucks in the 
Boston metro area has the largest health benefits at $1.25M.
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Thank You for Listening
To ask a question, please type it into the Q&A feature on your screen
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